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Final Major  Project Proposal 

You will have submitted an Initial Proposal of Study and the purpose of this form is for you to confirm, or modify, 
your original proposal following consultation with studio staff. As a result of discussions with your tutor(s) you 
develop a better understanding of the resource requirements of your project and the learning needed, and it is 
important that these are identified and clearly stated below. 

As part of the unit you will finalise your anticipated project with your tutor and this will inform your subsequent 
studio based practice. It will also influence how you research and proble-solve too. 

In answering the questions listed below you can use this form to help guide and formulate your project 
and further develop these ideas in consultation with your tutor. 

Student Name Course  
(e.g. Art and Design; 
Illustration etc) 

Student Number 

Areas of Work 
Your subject may have subdivisions: please indicate the ones you intend to work in : example, if you subject is 
Illustration you would indicate here if you will work with specific outputs, book binding, 3D. If you are working with 
digital media, software and output systems should be identified. 

Resource needed: 

Outside resources: (if you intend to work with outside institutions and commercial enterprises; foundries etc they 
can be listed here). 

Please give a brief outline (250 words) of your Final Major Project proposal: 

Alice Eaton Art and Design 1305640

Photoshop, Photography, Installation, Screenprinting

Shipping Container 

Printing Company to print photographs, B&Q/Wickes, Fabric Shop in the Mall 

(See attached page titled Final Major Project Proposal) 



Please indicate contextual material relevant to your project, this can include 

• Commercial industrial/consumer liaison/experience
• Books, key journals and/or magazines specific to your field of study, websites
• Specific ideas which you feel will have had an influence on the development of your plan/work
• Established practitioners and/or genres of work that you feel are related to your personal work

General statement of planned programme of work, aims and objectives – please make clear how your work will 
develop over 10 weeks :You should bullet point how your plan of study will address issues like: 

• Development in key skills (discussed with studio tutor)
• Gaps in knowledge (historical or theoretical)
• Experiment and idea generation
• Technical / software skills (other than those identified above)

For my final piece, I propose to create an interior inside a Shipping Container. Contextually this work would aim to bring attention to the housing crisis and the current refugee situation in Calais as I aim to bring a luxury ideological interior into a desolate Shipping container to enhance to differences of reality versus our illusory fantasies. Escapism would be a key theme in my work as I am to transport to viewer through their interaction with the piece.

- Work of Marc Camille Chaimowicz
- The current Refugee situation in Calais - this coincides with all Shipping Container based situations, eg Japan, 
Amsterdam 
- The current housing crisis
- Work of Peles Empire, Installation pieces that take the viewer on a jouney, a mix of new and old 
- Narrative Immersion 
- Escapism 

Week two: Aim to source MDF or Wood in order to start the construction of my backdrops 

Week three: France - gather illusion images, catch up on the blog and website 

Week four:  Create several patterns that would work well in a luxury interior to eventually screen print onto fabric 

Week five: Source some pieces of old furniture that could possibly be incoporated in piece

Week six: Amsterdam- Gather illusion images for final piece, gallery visits to enhance practice 

Week ten: Look into taking some primary photos to put onto my website and potentially buisness cards

Week nine: Make sure I am constructing my research book and portfolio as I go along as to not fall behind

Week eight:  Painting over Image- potentially could take over a week 

Week seven: Decide on the definitive image and send it to be printed, look into screen printing my fabric 



Signed Student Date 

Tutors Comments 

Signed Tutor:  Date 

Any other comments / notes?


